E2O offers turnkey launch procurement services onboard PSLV operated by ISRO

Integrated business window to the Indian Space Research Organization’s (ISRO) commercial arm Antrix Corporation
Specializes in aggregating and procuring satellite launches onboard ISRO’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV)
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**ISRO’s 100th space mission a grand success:** Earth2Orbit’s Japanese client* satellite PROITERES now in orbit

*Osaka Institute of Technology (OIT)

9 September 2012: PSLV C21 takes off from the Indian spaceport in Sriharikota with the French satellite SPOT-6 and Japanese satellite PROITERES
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**Earth2Orbit™ Launch Services**

- Launch procurement
- Launch quote negotiation
- Contract management
- Satellite check-out tests
- Satellite integration
- Ancillary launch hardware
- Logistics and communication
- Launch and post-launch mission support
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**Advantages of launching on the PSLV**

Access to a highly **affordable** and **reliable launch vehicle**

**Multiple flight opportunities** each year

Track record of launching **29 foreign payloads** since 1999

**Discounted pricing** for universities, research institutes and non-profit organizations

**ISRO certified separation mechanisms** for cubesats, nanosats, microsats and minisats
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